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Abstract
Knowledge tracing (KT) defines the task of pre-
dicting whether students can correctly answer ques-
tions based on their historical response. Although
much research has been devoted to exploiting the
question information, plentiful advanced informa-
tion among questions and skills hasn’t been well
extracted, making it challenging for previous work
to perform adequately. In this paper, we demon-
strate that large gains on KT can be realized by
pre-training embeddings for each question on abun-
dant side information, followed by training deep
KT models on the obtained embeddings. To be
specific, the side information includes question dif-
ficulty and three kinds of relations contained in a
bipartite graph between questions and skills. To
pre-train the question embeddings, we propose to
use product-based neural networks to recover the
side information. As a result, adopting the pre-
trained embeddings in existing deep KT models
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art baselines
on three common KT datasets.

1 Introduction
The computer-aided education (CAE) systems are seek-
ing to use advanced computer-based technology to improve
students’ learning ability and teachers’ teaching efficiency
[Cingi, 2013]. Knowledge tracing (KT) is an essential task
in CAE systems, which aims at evaluating students’ knowl-
edge state over time based on their learning history. To be
specific, the objective of KT is to predict whether a student
can answer the next question correctly according to all the
previous response records.

To solve KT problem, various approaches have been pro-
posed including Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) [Cor-
bett and Anderson, 1994; Zhu et al., 2018], the factor anal-
ysis models [Wilson et al., 2016; Pavlik Jr et al., 2009] and
deep models [Piech et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017]. In this
paper, we mainly focus on the deep KT models, which lever-
age recent advances in deep learning and have achieved great
success in KT. In general, most deep KT models estimate a
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Figure 1: Illustration of a question-skill bipartite graph. The
question-skill relations are the explicit relations, and the skill sim-
ilarity and question similarity are implicit relations. Questions q1
and q2 share the same skill s1 but have different difficulties so that
skill-level mastery modeling is insufficient. But the implicit simi-
larity between q1 and q2 can help prediction to tackle the sparsity
issue.

student’s mastery of skills instead of directly predicting her
capability to answer specific questions correctly. Two repre-
sentative methods are DKT [Piech et al., 2015] and DKVMN
[Zhang et al., 2017].

Although skill-level mastery can be well predicted by these
deep KT models, there exists a major limitation that the in-
formation of specific questions is not taken into considera-
tion [Piech et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Abdelrahman and
Wang, 2019]. As shown in Figure 1, the questions sharing
the same skill may have different difficulties, and thus skill-
level prediction can not accurately reflect the knowledge state
of a student for specific questions. Although it is quite nec-
essary to solve KT at a finer-grained level by exploiting the
information of specific questions, there comes a major issue
that the interactions between students and questions are ex-
tremely sparse, which leads to catastrophic failure if directly
using questions as the network input [Wang et al., 2019]. To
tackle the sparsity issue, several works are proposed to use
the question information as a supplement [Minn et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019]. However, these works only consider the
question difficulties or question-skill relations.

In this paper, we take a further step towards maximally
extracting and exploiting plentiful underlying information
among questions and skills to tackle the sparsity issue. Con-
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sidering that usually a skill includes many questions and a
question is also associated with several skills, we can repre-
sent them as a bipartite graph where vertices are skills and
questions respectively. Generally, bipartite graphs include
two kinds of relations [Gao et al., 2018]: the explicit rela-
tions (i.e., observed links) and the implicit relations (i.e., un-
observed but transitive links). In KT scenarios as shown in
Figure 1, in addition to the explicit question-skill relations,
we consider the implicit skill similarity and question similar-
ity, which haven’t been well exploited in previous work.

Taking everything into consideration, in this paper, we pro-
pose a pre-training approach, called Pre-training Embeddings
via Bipartite Graph (PEBG), to learn a low-dimensional em-
bedding for each question with all the useful side information.
To be specific, the side information includes question difficul-
ties together with three kinds of relations: explicit question-
skill relations, implicit question similarity and skill similar-
ity. To effectively extract the knowledge contained in the side
information, we adopt a product layer to fuse question vertex
features, skill vertex features and attribute features to produce
our final question embeddings. In this way, the learned ques-
tion embeddings will preserve question difficulty information
and the relations among questions and skills.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• To the best of ours, we are the first to use the bipartite

graph of question-skill relations to obtain question em-
beddings, which provides plentiful relation information.
• We propose a pre-training approach called PEBG, which

introduces a product layer to fuse all the input features,
to obtain the final question embeddings.
• The obtained question embeddings by PEBG can be

incorporated into existing deep KT models. Experi-
ment results on three real-world datasets show that us-
ing PEBG can outperform the state-of-the-art models,
improving AUC by 8.6% on average.

2 Related Work
Previous KT methods can be largely categorized into three
types: Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT), factor analy-
sis KT models and deep KT models. [Corbett and Ander-
son, 1994] proposes the Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT)
model, which is a hidden Markov model and assumes stu-
dents’ knowledge state as a set of binary variables. BKT
models each skill state separately, making it unable to cap-
ture the relations among skills.

Another line of KT methods is factor analysis, which con-
siders the factors that affect student state, including the dif-
ficulty of questions, students’ ability, the ratio of correct an-
swers to a certain question. The factor analysis models in-
clude Item Response Theory (IRT) [Wilson et al., 2016], Ad-
ditive Factor Model (AFM) [Cen et al., 2006], Performance
Factor Analysis (PFA) [Pavlik Jr et al., 2009], Knowledge
Tracing Machine (KTM) [Vie and Kashima, 2019]. These
models only consider the historical interactions of each ques-
tion or skill, and also fail to capture the relations between
questions and skills.

With the rise of deep learning, lots of deep models have
been proposed to solve KT, among which most preliminary

work uses skills as network input. For example, [Piech et al.,
2015] proposes the Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT) model,
which uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) to model the
learning process of students. Dynamic Key-Value Memory
Network (DKVMN), proposed by [Zhang et al., 2017], uses
a key-value memory network to automatically discover the
relations between exercises and their underlying concepts and
traces each concept state. The PDKT-C model [Chen et al.,
2018] manually labels the prerequisite relations among skills,
which however is not suitable for large-scale data. The GKT
model [Nakagawa et al., 2019] builds a similarity graph of
skills randomly, and automatically learns the edge weights of
the graph to help prediction.

Since the skill-level prediction cannot fully reflect the
knowledge state of specific questions, several works propose
to use the question information as a supplement. For example,
[Su et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019] encode text descriptions
of questions into question embeddings to capture the ques-
tion characteristics, but the text descriptions are not easy to
acquire in practice. [Minn et al., 2019] calculates the per-
centage of incorrect answers as the question difficulty to dis-
tinguish different questions. DHKT [Wang et al., 2019] uses
relations between questions and skills as a constraint to train
question embeddings, which are used as the input of DKT to-
gether with skill embeddings. In this paper, we mainly focus
on how to pre-train a low-dimensional embedding for each
question, which can be directly used as the network input.

3 Problem Formulation
In knowledge tracing, given a student’s past question interac-
tions X = {(q1, c1), ..., (qt−1, ct−1)} where ci is the correct-
ness of the student’s answer to the question qi at the time step
i, the goal is to predict the probability that the student will
correctly answer a new question, i.e., P (ct = 1|qt,X ).

LetQ = {qi}|Q|i=1 be the set of all distinct |Q| questions and
S = {sj}|S|j=1 be the set of all distinct |S| skills. Usually, one
skill includes many questions and one question is related to
several skills. So the question-skill relations can be naturally
represented as a bipartite graph G = (Q,S,RRR) where RRR =
[rij ] ∈ {0, 1}|Q|×|S| is a binary adjacency matrix. If there is
an edge between the question qi and the skill sj , then rij =
1; otherwise rij = 0. Here we introduce the information
we will use to train embeddings in our model, including the
information in the graph and the difficulty information.
Definition 1 (explicit question-skill relations). Given the
question-skill bipartite graph, relations between skill vertices
and question vertices are the explicit question-skill relations,
that is, explicit relation between question vertex i and skill
vertex j depends on whether rij =1.
Definition 2 (implicit question similarity and skill similar-
ity). Given the question-skill bipartite graph, relations be-
tween two skill vertices that have the common neighbor ques-
tion vertices are defined as skill similarity. Similarly, question
similarity refers to the relations between two question vertices
that share the common neighbor skill vertices.
Definition 3 (question difficulty). The question difficulty di
for one question qi is defined as the ratio of correctly being
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answered computed from the training dataset. All the ques-
tion difficulties form a vector ddd = [di] ∈ R|Q|.

4 Method
In this section, we will give a detailed introduction of our
PEBG framework, of which the overview architecture is
given by Figure 2. PEBG pre-trains question embeddings us-
ing four loss functions respectively designed for the side in-
formation: explicit skill-question relations, implicit question
similarity and skill similarity, and question difficulty.

4.1 Input Features
To pre-train the question embeddings, we use three kinds of
features as follows. It should be noted that the vertex fea-
tures are initialized randomly and will be updated in the pre-
training stage, which is equivalent to learning linear map-
pings from one-hot encodings to continuous features.

Skill vertex features are represented by a feature matrix
SSS ∈ R|S|×dv , where dv is the dimension of the features. For
one skill si, the vertex feature is denoted as sssi, which is the
i-th row of matrix SSS.

Question vertex features are represented by a feature ma-
trix QQQ ∈ R|Q|×dv , which has the same dimension dv as the
skill vertex features. For one question qj , the vertex feature
is denoted as qqqj , which is the j-th row of matrixQQQ.

Attribute features are the features related to the difficulty
of questions, such as average response time, question type
and so on. For question qi, we concatenate the features as
fff i = [fff i1; ..;fff im], m is the number of features. fff ij is a
one-hot vector if the j-th feature is categorical (e.g., question
type). fff ij is a scalar value if the j-th feature is numerical
(e.g., average response time).

4.2 Bipartite Graph Constraints
The skill and question vertex features are updated via the bi-
partite graph constraints. As there exist different relations in
the graph, we design different types of constraints so that the
vertex features can preserve these relations.

Explicit Question-Skill Relations
In the question-skill bipartite graph, edges exist between
question vertices and skill vertices, presenting an explicit sig-
nal. Similarly to the modeling of 1st-order proximity in LINE
[Tang et al., 2015], we model explicit relations by consider-
ing the local proximity between skill and question vertices. In
detail, we use inner products to estimate the local proximity
between question and skill vertices in the embedding space,

r̂ij = σ(−qqqTi sssj), i ∈ [1, ..., |Q|], j ∈ [1, ..., |S|], (1)

where σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) is the sigmoid function, which
transforms the relation value to a probability.

To preserve the explicit relations, the local proximity is en-
forced to be close to skill-question relations in the bipartite
graph via a cross-entropy loss function:

L1(QQQ,SSS) =

|Q|∑
i=1

|S|∑
j=1

−(rij logr̂ij + (1− rij)log(1− r̂ij)).

(2)

Implicit Similarities
The implicit similarities used in PEBG indicate the similarity
between neighborhoods in the bipartite graph. Specifically,
there exist two kinds of similarities: skill similarity and ques-
tion similarity. We would like to use implicit similarities to
update the vertex features simultaneously.

We define the neighbor set of question qi as ΓQ(i) =
{sj |rij = 1}, and the neighbor set of skill sj as ΓS(j) =
{qi|rij = 1}. Then the question similarity matrix RRRQ =

[rqij ] ∈ {0, 1}|Q|×|Q| can be formally defined as,

rqij =

{
1 ΓQ(i) ∩ ΓQ(j) 6= ∅
0 otherwise

, i, j ∈ [1, ..., |Q|]. (3)

Similarly, we define the skill similarity matrix RRRS = [rsij ] ∈
{0, 1}|S|×|S| as,

rsij =

{
1 ΓS(i) ∩ ΓS(j) 6= ∅
0 otherwise

, i, j ∈ [1, ..., |S|]. (4)

We also use inner products to estimate the implicit relations
among questions and skills in the vertex feature space,

r̂qij = σ(−qqqTi qqqj), i, j ∈ [1, ..., |Q|], (5)

r̂sij = σ(−sssTi sssj), i, j ∈ [1, ..., |S|]. (6)
We minimize the cross entropy to make vertex features pre-

serve the implicit relations:

L2(QQQ) =

|Q|∑
i=1

|Q|∑
j=1

−(rqij logr̂
q
ij + (1− rqij)log(1− r̂qij)),

(7)

L3(SSS) =

|S|∑
i=1

|S|∑
j=1

−(rsij logr̂
s
ij + (1− rsij)log(1− r̂sij)).

(8)

4.3 Difficulty Constraint
Difficulty information of questions is important in KT predic-
tion, which, however, is not contained in the bipartite graph.
Thus we hope the final question embeddings can recover the
difficulty information. [Vie and Kashima, 2019] use Factor-
ization Machines [Rendle, 2010] to encode side information
and explore feature interactions for student modeling. In this
paper, we use attribute features interacting with vertex fea-
tures to learn high quality embeddings. Especially, inspired
by PNN [Qu et al., 2016], a product layer is used to learn
high-order feature interactions.

For one question q (its subscript is omitted for clarity), we
have its question vertex feature qqq and its attribute features fff .
To interact attribute features with the vertex features via a
product layer, we first use a linear layer parameterized bywwwa
to map the attribute features fff to a low-dimensional feature
representation, which is denoted as aaa ∈ Rdv . Assume the
set of skills related to q is C = {sj}|C|j=1, we use the average
representation of all skill vertex features in C as the related
skill feature of q, denoted as sss′. Mathematically,

sss′ =
1

|C|
∑
sj∈C

sssj . (9)
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Figure 2: The PEBG framework overview.

We use vertex feature qqq, the average skill feature sss′, and the
attribute features aaa to generate the linear information ZZZ and
the quadratic information PPP for the question q. Specifically,

ZZZ = (zzz1, zzz2, zzz3) � (qqq,sss′, aaa), (10)

PPP = [pij ] ∈ R
3×3, (11)

where pij = g(zzzi, zzzj) defines the pairwise feature interaction.
There are different implementations for g. In this paper, we
define g as vector inner product: g(zzzi, zzzj) =< zzzi, zzzj >.

Then we introduce a product layer, which can transform
these two information matrices to signal vectors lllz and lllp,
as shown in Figure 2. The transformation equations are as
follows:

l(k)z =WWW (k)
z �ZZZ =

3∑
i=1

dv∑
j=1

(w(k)
z )ijzij , (12)

l(k)p =WWW (k)
p �PPP =

3∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

(w(k)
p )ijpij . (13)

k ∈ [1, ...d]. And � denotes operations that firstly element-
wise multiplication is applied to two matrices, then the mul-
tiplication result is summed up to a scalar. d is the transform

dimension of lllz and lllp. WWW
(k)
z andWWW

(k)
p are the weights in the

product layer.
According to the definition of PPP and the commutative law

in vector inner product, PPP and WWW
(k)
p should be symmetric,

so we can use matrix factorization to reduce complexity. By

introducing the assumption thatWWW
(k)
p = θθθ(k)θθθ(k)

T

and θθθ(k) ∈
R

3, we can simplify the formulation of l
(k)
p as,

WWW (k)
p �PPP =

3∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

θ
(k)
i θ

(k)
j < zzzi, zzzj > . (14)

Then, we can calculate the embedding of question q, which
is denoted as eee:

eee = ReLU(lllz + lllp + bbb), (15)

where lllz , lllp and the bias vector bbb ∈ R
d, and lllz =

(l
(1)
z , l

(2)
z , ...l

(d)
z ), lllp = (l

(1)
p , l

(2)
p , ...l

(d)
p ). The activation

function is rectified linear unit (ReLU), defined as ReLU(x)
= max(0, x).

To preserve the difficulty information effectively, for one
question qi, we use a linear layer to map the activation eeei to

a difficulty approximation d̂i = wwwT
d eeei + bd where wwwd and bd

are network parameters. We use the question difficulty di as
the auxiliary target, and design the following loss function L4

to measure the difficulty approximation error:

L4(QQQ,SSS,θθθ) =

|Q|∑
i=1

(di − d̂i)
2, (16)

where θθθ denotes all the parameters in the network, i.e., θθθ =
{wwwa,WWW z,WWW p,wwwd, bbb, bd}.

4.4 Joint Optimization
To generate question embeddings that preserve explicit rela-
tions, implicit similarities, and question difficulty information
simultaneously, we combine all the loss functions to form a
joint optimization framework, namely, we solve:

minQQQ,SSS,θθθ λ(L1(QQQ,SSS)+L2(QQQ)+L3(SSS))+(1−λ)L4(QQQ,SSS,θθθ),
(17)

where λ is a coefficient to control the trade-off between bi-
partite graph constraints and difficulty constraint.

Once the joint optimization is finished, we can obtain the
question embeddings eee, which can be used as the input of
existing deep KT models, such as DKT and DKVMN.

5 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of knowledge tracing models based on the question
embeddings pre-trained by our proposed model PEBG1.

5.1 Datasets
We use three real-world datasets, and the statistics of the three
datasets are shown in Table 1.

1Experiment code: https://github.com/lyf-1/PEBG
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ASSIST09 ASSIST12 EdNet
#students 3,841 27,405 5,000

#questions 15,911 47,104 13,169
#skills 123 265 188

#records 190,320 1,867,167 222,141
questions per skill 156 177 149
skills per question 1.207 1.000 2.276

attempts per question 11 39 17
attempts per skill 1,139 7,045 1,165

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

ASSIST092 and ASSIST123 are both collected from the
ASSISTments online tutoring platform [Feng et al., 2009].
For both datasets, we remove records without skills and scaf-
folding problems. We also remove users with less than three
records. After preprocessing, ASSIST09 dataset consists
of 123 skills, 15,911 questions answered by 3,841 students
which gives a total number of 190,320 records. ASSIST12
dataset contains 265 skills, 47,104 questions answered by
27,405 students with 1,867,167 records.

EdNet4 is collected by [Choi et al., 2019]. In this experi-
ment, we use EdNet-KT1 dataset which consists of students’
question-solving logs, and randomly sample 222,141 records
of 5,000 students, with 13,169 questions and 188 skills.

5.2 Compared Models
To illustrate the effectiveness of our model and show the im-
provement of our model to the existing deep KT models, we
compare prediction performance among state-of-the-art deep
KT models. We divide the compared models as skill-level
models and question-level models.

Skill-level Models
Skill-level models only use skill embeddings as input, and
they all trace students’ mastery of skills.

• BKT [Corbett and Anderson, 1994] is a 2-state dynamic
Bayesian network, defined by initial knowledge, learn-
ing rate, slip and guess parameters.

• DKT [Piech et al., 2015] uses recurrent neural network
to model student skill learning.

• DKVMN [Zhang et al., 2017] uses a key-value memory
network to store the skills’ underlying concept represen-
tations and states.

Question-level Models
Besides skill-level models, the following models utilize ques-
tion information for question-level prediction.

• KTM [Vie and Kashima, 2019] utilizes factorization
machines to make prediction, which lets student id, skill
id, question features interact with each other.

2https://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/
assistment-2009-2010-data/skill-builder-data-2009-2010

3https://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/
2012-13-school-data-with-affect

4https://github.com/riiid/ednet

• DKT-Q is our extension to the DKT model, which di-
rectly uses questions as the input of DKT and predicts
students’ response for each question.
• DKVMN-Q is our extension to the DKVMN model,

which directly uses questions as the input of DKVMN
and predicts students’ response for each question.
• DHKT [Wang et al., 2019] is the extension model of

DKT, which models skill-question relation and can also
predict students’ response for each question.

We test our model based on skill-level deep learning mod-
els. PEBG+DKT and PEBG+DKVMN utilize question em-
beddings pre-trained by PEBG and make DKT and DKVMN
achieve question-level prediction.

5.3 Implementation Details
To evaluate the performance of each dataset, we use the area
under the curve (AUC) as an evaluation metric.

PEBG has only a few hyperparameters. The dimension of
vertex features dv is set to 64. The final question embed-
dings dimension d = 128. λ in Eqn.(17) is 0.5. We use the
Adam algorithm to optimize our model, and mini-batch size
for three datasets is set to 256, the learning rate is 0.001. We
also use dropout with a probability of 0.5 to alleviate overfit-
ting. We divide each dataset into 80% for training and valida-
tion, and 20% for testing. For each dataset, the training pro-
cess is repeated five times, we report the average test AUC.

For ASSIST09 and ASSIST12 datasets, average response
time and question type are used as attribute features. For the
EdNet dataset, average response time is used as an attribute
feature.

5.4 Performance Prediction
Table 2 illustrates prediction performance for all compared
models, we find several observations as below.

The proposed PEBG+DKT and PEBG+DKVMN mod-
els achieve the highest AUC on all three datasets. Par-
ticularly, on the ASSIST09 dataset, our PEBG+DKT and
PEBG+DKVMN models achieve an AUC of 0.8287 and
0.8299, which represents a significant gain of 9.18% on av-
erage in comparison with 0.7356 and 0.7394 achieved by
DKT and DKVMN. On the ASSIST12 dataset, the results
show an average increase of 8%, AUC 0.7665 in PEBG+DKT
and 0.7701 in PEBG+DKVMN compared with AUC 0.7013
in DKT and 0.6752 in DKVMN. On the EdNet dataset,
PEBG+DKT and PEBG+DKVMN achieve an average im-
provement of 8.6% over the original DKT and DKVMN.

Among all the compared models, BKT has the worst per-
formance. DKT, DKVMN, and KTM have similar perfor-
mance. By comparing the performance of DKT and DKT-Q,
DKVMN and DKVMN-Q, we find DKT-Q and DKVMN-Q
show no advantage, which indicates that directly applying ex-
isting deep KT models to question-level prediction will suf-
fer from question interactions sparsity issue. And our PEBG
model can improve DKT and DKVMN well, even on those
sparse datasets. Though DHKT outperforms DKT, it still per-
forms worse than our proposed model, which illustrates the
effectiveness of PEBG in leveraging more complex relations
among skills and questions.
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Model ASSIST09 ASSIST12 EdNet
BKT 0.6476 0.6159 0.5621
DKT 0.7356 0.7013 0.6909

DKVMN 0.7394 0.6752 0.6893
KTM 0.7500 0.6948 0.6855

DKT-Q 0.7244 0.6899 0.6876
DKVMN-Q 0.7405 0.6812 0.7152

DHKT 0.7544 0.7213 0.7245
PEBG+DKT 0.8287 0.7665 0.7765

PEBG+DKVMN 0.8299 0.7701 0.7757

Table 2: The AUC results over three datasets.

Model ASSIST09 ASSIST12 EdNet
RER+DKT 0.8144 0.7584 0.7652

RER+DKVMN 0.8053 0.7617 0.7663
RIS+DKT 0.8082 0.7608 0.7622

RIS+DKVMN 0.8063 0.7603 0.7657
RPL+DKT 0.7763 0.7355 0.7445

RPL+DKVMN 0.7623 0.7033 0.7437
RPF+DKT 0.8151 0.7473 0.7528

RPF+DKVMN 0.8127 0.7391 0.7533
PEBG+DKT 0.8287 0.7665 0.7765

PEBG+DKVMN 0.8299 0.7701 0.7757

Table 3: Performance comparison of ablation study.

5.5 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct some ablation studies to investi-
gate the effectiveness of three important components of our
proposed model: (1) Explicit relations; (2) Implicit similari-
ties; (3) The product layer. We set four comparative settings,
and the performances of them have been shown in Table 3.
The details of the four settings are listed below:

• RER (Remove Explicit Relations) does not consider ex-
plicit relations between questions and skills, i.e. re-
moves L1(QQQ,SSS) from Eqn.(17).

• RIS (Remove Implicit Similarities) does not consider
implicit similarities among questions and skills, i.e. re-
moves L2(QQQ) and L3(SSS) from Eqn.(17).

• RPL (Remove Product Layer) directly concatenates qqq,
sss′ and aaa as the pre-trained question embedding instead
of using product layer.

• RPF (Replace Product Layer with Fully Connected
Layer) concatenates qqq, sss′ and aaa as the input of a fully
connected layer instead of product layer.

Except for the changes mentioned above, the other parts of
the models and experimental settings remain identical.

From Table 3 we can find that (1) PEBG+DKT and
PEBG+DKVMN perform best indicates the efficacy of dif-
ferent components of the models. (2) The models show a
similar degree of decline when removing explicit relations
and implicit similarities, which means these two pieces of
information are equally important. (3) Removing the prod-
uct layer hurts the performance badly, and using a fully con-
nected layer also has a lower performance. By exploration

Figure 3: Comparison of question embeddings learned by question-
level deep KT models on the ASSIST09 dataset. The questions re-
lated to the same skill are labeled in the same color.

of feature interactions, the product layer is promising to learn
high-order latent patterns compared to directly concatenat-
ing features. (4) Without the product layer, RPF and RPL
are standard graph embedding methods, which use the first-
order and second-order neighbor information of the bipartite
graph. And our proposed pre-trained model PEBG can better
improve the performance of existing deep KT models.

5.6 Embedding Comparison
We use t-SNE [Maaten and Hinton, 2008] to project
the multi-dimensional question embeddings pre-trained by
PEBG and question embeddings learned by other question-
level deep KT models to the 2-D points.

Figure 3 shows the visualization of question embeddings.
Question embeddings learned by DKT and DKVMN are ran-
domly mixed, which completely loses the relations among
questions and skills. Question embeddings of different
skills learned by DHKT are completely separated, which
fails to capture implicit similarities.Question embeddings
pre-trained by PEBG are well structured. Questions in the
same skill are close to each other, and questions that do not
relate to common skills are well separated. PEBG+DKT
and PEBG+DKVMN fine-tune the question embeddings pre-
trained by PEBG to make them more suitable for the KT task
while retaining the relations among questions and skills.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel pre-training model PEBG,
which first formulates the question-skill relations as a bi-
partite graph and introduce a product layer to learn low-
dimensional question embeddings for knowledge tracing. Ex-
periments on real-world datasets show that PEBG signifi-
cantly improves the performance of existing deep KT models.
Besides, visualization study shows the effectiveness of PEBG
to capture question embeddings, which provides an intuitive
explanation of its high performance.
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